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PAOLO ORSI

ARCHAEOLOGICAL REGIONAL MUSEUM

AN OPEN-EYED
TRAVEL
IN THE PAST

T

he Museum Paolo Orsi is
an extraordinary place to
explore the Ancient history
in Sicily, from Prehistory to Late
Antiquity. The wealth of its collections, the architectural spaces
created ad hoc, the attention to
historical-scientific details and
the beauty of the works exhibited
make this place a fundamental
stop for those who love History,
Art and material culture. Strolling the sectors and discovering
finds of two centuries of archaeological campaigns, it is not difficult to identify the mindset and
the way of life of our ancestors.
It’s a story that you listen to with
your eyes and imagination!

Rita Insolia
Interim Director of the Paolo Orsi
Archaeological Regional Museum

A CONTEMPORARY
MUSEUM TO REVEAL
THE ANCIENT

T

he current location of the
Museum,
inaugurated
in 1988, is divided into
three polygonal bodies that run
around a single central environment. In the basement, as
well as a splendid numismatic
collection, we find the Auditorium, while on the ground floor
the room that houses temporary
exhibitions and three exhibition
centres. Sector A is dedicated
to the prehistory and protohistory of Eastern Sicily. Sector B
presents the Greek colonies of
eastern Sicily, with particular attention to Megara Hyblaea and
Syracuse. Sector C exhibits the
finds from Camarina and other
sub-colonies of Syracuse, Gela
and Agrigento. Going up to the
first floor, sector D takes the visitor to Syracuse in the Hellenistic
and Roman period. Sector F tells
the Christian and late antiquity
phase of Syracuse and of eastern and central Sicily.
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A CASKET
OF MASTERPIECES
PORTELLO DI CASTELLUCCIO
Early II millennium BC. Doors in relief alike closed the entrance of the tombs carved in the rock.
With their enigmatic symbolic representations,
they are unique documents of the architectural
sculpture in eastern Sicily.

VASO DI THAPSOS
It derives from a Thapsos’s tomb, dated to the
XV century BC. Its exceptionality consists in the
decoration carved on it which represents a man
standing on a boat, first example of human
naturalistic representation for Eastern Sicily.

KOUROTROPHOS
A mother wrapped in a large cloak nursing two
twins: it is the subject carved in local limestone
around the middle of the sixth century BC. It comes from the necropolis of Megara Hyblaea and
has been reassembled with an incredible restoration of over 900 fragments.

CRATERE DI EDIPO
A Vase attributed to the Painter of Capodarso (350325 BC) with figures inspired to Edipo King of Sofocle. On the background of the theatre set, Giocasta
realises, horrified, to be the mother of her own spouse, Edipo, and prepares to put an end to her life.

TO LISTEN
THE BEAT OF TIME
LASTRA DELL’ATHENAION
On the slab found in the Atena’s Temple Area of Ortygia and dated back to the end of VII-early VI century BC, is depicted in relief a scary Gorgone with the
winged divine horse Pegasus, springing with Krisaor
from the issuing blood of the monster killed by Perseus.

CAVALIERE DI CAMARINA
Terracotta sculpture dated back to the first half
of VI century BC. It’s an acroterion, a decorative
statue set on the top of a temple’s roof: probably
the one dedicated to Dioscuri, near the mouth of
river Hippari, the place of discovery.

PELIKÈ DA GELA
On the main side of the big base with red figures
there is depicted a fight between a Greek knight
and an Amazon. Above the head of the knight
the signature of Polignoto, Athenian potter who
painted it around 440-430 BC, is perfectly conserved and legible.

PRIAPO
Local limestone sculpted statue, found in Syracuse, is an original work from the end of the III
century BC. Priapo, god symbol of the sexual instinct, is the genius of fertility and for this reason
honoured in the country, vineyard and garden.

AND GATHER THE
SENSE OF BEAUTY
AFRODITE LANDOLINA
It’s the Roman copy of the statue of the famous Prassitele, the Athenian sculptor who first dared to depict
the beauty goddess naked, around the mid-IV century
BC. The dolphin reminds to the marine origin of the
goddess, born off the coast of Cythera from the foam.

SARCOFAGO DI ADELFIA
Marble artefact dated between 325 and 250 AC,
with sculpted scenes of the life of Madonna on the
cover and episodes of Old and New Testament on
the coffin. Adelfia was a woman of high lineage,
wife of Count Valerio.

PLAN
YOUR VISIT
Tickets

How to get here

Adult
€ 10,00
Reduced
€ 5,00 (18-25 y.o.)
Cumulative Adult
€ 18,00
Cumulative Reduced
€ 9,00 (18-25 y.o.)
Free
Information available at the ticket office

Car
Highway exit Syracuse
taking SS124 (Syracuse-Floridia)
Towards Syracuse.
Bus
Lines 1,11,21,23 towards
Syracuse.
Train
Syracuse railway station.
Plane
Airport Vincenzo Bellini of
Catania – Fontanarossa.

Facilities
Guided tours on request

DECADRAMMO DI KIMON
At the end of the V century BC, the mint of Syracuse began to produce silver coins of extraordinary craftsmanship. In this coin the signature of
engraver Kimon is carved on the dolphin wriggling above the neck of Arethusa.

GOLD RINGS OF SANTANGELO MUXARO
Probably used as seals, they come from a centre
in the area of Agrigento. They were realised by
a craftsman in the VII century BC, freely mixing
local motifs with those of Aegean-Mycenaean
tradition.

Send your reservation request to
info@aditusculture.com
and you will shortly receive a reply.
Italiano - English - Français - Deutsche
Español - Português - Pyccknn

Didactics
Visit the website aditusculture.com
at the section educational tourism.
Educational proposals for schools
are curated by Civita, for information
and reservations write an e-mail to
didattica@civitasicilia.it

Bookshop

Opening times
Updated opening times
are available on the website
aditusculture.com

Personal conduct

Do not introduce large
sizes animals in the museum. Those of small size
must be held in your arms.
Do not use flash
photography.
Do not bring backpacks.

Do not bring any food or
drinks into the museum.
Do not touch exhibited
artworks.

THE LOOK ON THE
PAST IS ALWAYS
MOVING

The Paolo Orsi Archaeological Museum, inaugurated on January 16,
1988, raises inside of the Park of the Villa Landolina. It was transferred
from its historical location of Piazza Duomo: declared a National Museum in 1878 by the sovereign Umberto I, it increased its collection with
the original antiquity collection of the end of the XVIII century, previously
preserved in the archiepiscopal Museo del Seminario and then, from
1811, in the Museo Civico.
The new Museum, projected by the architects Vincenzo Cabianca and
above all Franco Minissi, offers to visitors the result of the intense activity
of archaeological works in centre-eastern Sicily superintended firstly by
Paolo Orsi (director of the Archaeological Museum of Syracuse from
1891 and one of the founder of the Archaeological Italian Society), and
then by Luigi Bernabò Brea, Paola Pelegatti and Giuseppe Voza.

THE PLEASURE
OF REMEMBERING

LEAVE
A COMMENT
ABOUT
YOUR VISIT!
#museopaoloorsi

Choose a book, an object of design
or a unique artistic handcraft piece
from the Bookshop. In the future
it will become a precious memory
fragment of the emotions lived
during the visit. Or an authentic gift
for who is waiting for you at home.
Open daily according to the site opening hours.

DISCOVER MUSEUMS
AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL AREAS
OF EASTERN SICILY
Castle Maniace
Ancient Theatre of Taormina
Regional Gallery of Palazzo Bellomo
Museum and Archaeological Area of Naxos
Archaeological Regional Museum Paolo Orsi
Aeolian Archaeological Park - Museum Luigi Bernabò Brea
Interdisciplinary Regional Museum of Messina
Naturalistic Regional Museum of Isolabella
Monumental Area of Neapolis
Archaeological Area of Tindari
Roman Villa of Patti

Aditus S.r.l.
aditusculture.com
Buy your ticket online!
Seguici su

